


1. Abstract 

 In the search for a sustainable and environmentally friendly energy source, artificial photosynthesis 
has been proposed as a promising solution. Using water as a substrate, solar energy can be utilised to store 
energy in the chemical form of hydrogen fuel. In part of this global scientific effort, this thesis work focuses on 
enabling molecular dynamics simulations of a particular set of ruthenium centred water oxidation catalysts. 
The new catalysts show great success because of a binuclear reaction pathway in aqueous solution which 
makes it very interesting to model and investigate. Utilising quantum mechanical tools, a set of molecular 
mechanics force field parameters for Ru-involved bonds, angles, torsions, and partial charges was successfully 
obtained and examined. The work allows future large scale simulation of water oxidation and oxygen 
evolution in order to gain understanding and improve artificial photosynthesis. 
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2. Sammanfattning 

 Artificiell fotosyntes anses som en lovande energikälla för en hållbar och miljövänlig framtid. Vatten 
används som substrat och solenergi omvandlas till kemisk energi i form av vätgas, vilket kan användas som 
bränsle. Som en del av den globala forskningen om artificiell fotosyntes fokuserar detta examensarbete på att 
modellera ett specifikt set av ruteniumbaserade katalysatorer för vattenoxidation. Dessa katalysatorer har visat 
en oöverträffad reaktionshastighet på grund av en bimolekylär reaktionsmekanism. Med kvantmekanik och 
molekylärmekanik kan denna reaktion modelleras och undersökas för bättre förståelse. 
Molekylärmekaniska kraftfältparametrar för bindningar, vinklar, torsionsvinklar och partiella laddningar har  
framgångsrikt beräknats och granskats vilket gör det möjligt för framtida simuleringar av vattenoxidation, med 
explicita vattenmolekyler, för att få mer förståelse om och förbättra artificiell fotosyntes. 
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3. Introduction 

 As the world keeps increasing in population, the energy consumption increases. In 2009 we 
consumed 16 TW (terawatt) of power and it is projected that it will increase to 24 TW by 2035 and 43 
TW by 2100 [1,2]. A large portion, 82%, of the  energy consumed is by burning of fossil fuels [3]. In 
order to lower carbon dioxide emissions and create a sustainable future, it is important to increase the 
portion of renewable energy such as solar, hydro, geothermal and wind energy, where solar energy is 
one of the most promising sources of renewable energy. Currently, photovoltaic cells, commonly 
known as solar cells, are gaining more attention by the public. Photovoltaic cells convert the solar 
energy directly to electrical energy, and is an excellent way of make use of solar energy. However, 
when it comes to long term storage and transportation of energy, electrical energy might not be the 
most optimal solution. When comparing different storage solutions with regards to energy density, 
hydrogen fuel appears as one promising candidate for future energy storage. A global endeavour in the 
scientific community is to improve upon artificial photosynthesis, which is a novel method to produce 
hydrogen fuel. 

3.1.  Artificial Photosynthesis 

 As plants perform natural Photosynthesis by combining water, carbon dioxide and solar 
energy to produce oxygen and sugar (chemical energy), artificial photosynthesis utilises only water 
and solar energy to produce chemical energy in the form of molecular hydrogen. The artificial 
photosynthesis system is comprised of two main parts: water oxidation and proton reduction (equation 
1 and 2 respectively). 

 

!  

!  

 A molecular artificial photosynthesis setup includes a photo-sensitiser, which absorbs 
sunlight, and a WOC (Water Oxidation Catalyst), that oxidises water to molecular oxygen, protons, 
and electrons. The protons can later be reduced to molecular hydrogen by a PRC (Proton Reduction 
Catalyst) (Figure 2).  The bottle neck for the artificial photosynthetic system is the water oxidation3. 
Therefore it is important to learn more about this part in order to improve and scale up artificial 
photosynthesis. This thesis focuses on the Water Oxidation Catalyst and especially how the O-O bond 
is formed. 

2H2O→O2 + 4H
+ + 4e−

4H + + 4e− → 2H2
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Figure 1. Molecular artificial photosynthesis setup. Water oxidation and proton reduction takes place separately with 
different catalysts. A possible future for self-sustaining clean energy.
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3.2.  Water Oxidation Catalyst 

 The first successful water oxidation catalyst was reported in 1982, the “blue dimer” [4,5]. It 
was capable of  performing water oxidation with a chemical oxidant, CeIV. Since then, a number of 
different WOC’s have been synthesised that produce varying results and no catalyst reached a TOF of 
>5 [6-9]. In 2009, a new kind of Ru centred catalyst was synthesised by Licheng Sun’s group [10]: the 
Ru(bda)(pic)2 (bda = bipyridine  dicarboxylic acid, pic = picoline) catalyst. Soon to follow was 
variations of this catalyst and in 2012 [9] and 2014 [11] unprecedented reaction efficiencies was 
shown by changing the picoline ligand to isoq (isoquinoline) or F-isoq (6-fluoroisoquinoline) (Figure 
2). 

 The mononuclear ruthenium based WOC’s all undergo a series of oxidative steps (Figure 3b); 
starting with a RuII species, which gets oxidised to RuIII where water can coordinate to the Ru centre 
and form RuIII-OH2. Further oxidation with a proton coupled electron transfer forms RuIV-OH, which 
is subsequently further oxidised to RuV=O. From the RuV=O species, two different mechanism have 
been proposed for the following oxygen evolution (Figure 3a). First discovered is the WNA (water 
nucleophilic attack) mechanism described by Meyer in 2008 [12], where a solvent water molecule 
attacks the electrophilic oxo group therefore showing 1st order kinetics with regards to [catalyst]. This 
mechanism is proposed for most WOC’s. The second mechanism, I2M (Interaction between two 
metals) (Figure 3a and 3c), is the proposed reaction mechanism for the mononuclear Ru centred 
WOC’s synthesised by   Sun’s group. The I2M mechanism involves a radical coupling between the 
oxygens of the two Ru-O moieties forming the O-O bond and follows 2nd order kinetics [10,13].  
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Figure 2.  TOF = Turn over frequency. TON = Turn over number. Molecular WOC’s previously developed based on 
Ruthenium  with a final unprecedented TOF of 1000 s-1 for the Ru(bda)(F-isoq)2. The large difference in TOF only 
because of axial ligand substitution suggests that solvation properties is an integral part of the success of a WOC.
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 The fact that substitution of the pyridine axial ligand of Ru(bda)(pyr)2 generates such a 
difference in catalyst efficiency, in addition with the recently proposed I2M mechanism implies that 
solvation properties of the catalyst during the I2M reaction is imperative for understanding and 
improving water oxidation. Previous DFT (density functional theory) studies on the effect of axial 
ligand substitution on catalyst stability has been performed [14]. However, a large scale time-
dependent modelling tool have not yet been applied to investigate the I2M reaction in explicit solvent. 
In this thesis, Ru(bda)L2 will be used for a Ru(bda) catalyst with no specific axial ligand. 

3.3.  Aim of Thesis 

 The aim of this thesis is to improve the current modelling capabilities of the Ru(bda)L2 I2M 
reaction. This is needed in order to elucidate the details about the catalyst and the reaction. Currently 
the only theoretical methods to investigate these Ru catalysts is with quantum mechanics. By 
obtaining force field parameters for molecular mechanics it is possible, through molecular dynamics 
simulations, to investigate properties such as catalyst-water interactions, conformational space and 
inter-molecular behaviour between multiple mononuclear or dinuclear catalyst in explicit solvent. 
 As a template or model catalyst the Ru(bda)(pyr)2 (pyr = pyridine) is used. Since pyridine is 
the smallest and has the most chemical composition in common with the other axial ligands, it is best 
suited as template. 
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Figure 3. a) Model reactions of WNA and I2M mechanisms. b) A number of oxidation steps transforms the RuII(bda)L2 
species to the reactive RuV=O(bda)L2 catalyst in order to undergo either the WNA or I2M mechanism. The RuV=O species 

can be seen as a resonance structure to an oxygen radical. c) Oxygen radical coupling during the I2M reaction mechanism. 
The O-O bond formation is of special interest for this thesis. 
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4. Methods 

4.1.  Theoretical Background 

 When modelling chemistry and chemical behaviour, the energy of a particular system or 
molecule is essential. A chemical reaction is often described on a coordinate system consisting of a 
potential energy axis and a reaction coordinate axis (Figure 4) resulting in the Potential Energy 
Surface (PES). The reference state, or reactant state (RS), is seen upon as having a relative potential 
energy of zero. The energy of the system has to increase in order to reach a transition state (TS) [15] 
and then relaxes to a lower energy product state (PS). If the potential energy is substituted with Free 
Energy (G), then the difference in free energy between the RS and PS gives information of the 
chemical equilibrium and which state is thermodynamically more stable (K in equation 3) , and the TS 
barrier height is related to the kinetics of the reaction (k in equation 4). 

 Different ways of calculating the potential or free energy exist such as quantum mechanics 
(QM) or molecular mechanics (MM). These methods describe the energy of a system in different 
ways and with different levels of detail, and it is up to the chemist to decide for which systems is most 
appropriate when it comes to level of detail and computational cost.  

4.1.1. Quantum Chemistry 

 Quantum chemistry (QC) is a subfield of quantum mechanics (QM) where chemistry, 
quantum mechanics and computer science are combined in order to calculate chemical properties such 
as molecular geometry and energetics. QC is based on QM principles, where each particle is described 
as a wave and represented by a wave function. The most fundamental property of the wave is its 
energy, which is calculated by solving the Schrödinger equation: 

!  ĤΨ = EΨ
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k =κ kBT
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e
ΔG‡

RT

K = e
ΔG0

RT
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E
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TS
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ΔG‡

ΔG0

—  PES

Figure 4. PES (Potential energy surface) for a general reaction along a reaction coordinate. ΔG‡ and ΔG0 give information 
of the chemical system. In equation 3, K is the chemical equilibrium constant dependent on the reaction free energy ΔG0 
where the lowest energy state is the most thermodynamically stable. In equation 4 we have k as the catalytic reaction 
constant depending only on the activation energy ΔG‡ and κ, kB, T, h and R are constants. 
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where Ĥ is the hamiltonian operator that describes potential and kinetic energy 
 

!  

 In equation 5 the hamiltonian operates on the wave function Ψ and gives the energy E of the 
particle as the eigenvalue.When describing whole atoms and bigger molecules, the computational 
time increases to non-practical levels. By applying the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the kinetic 
energy of the nucleus (second term in equation 6) is neglected and computational time decreases. 
Further improvements is the HF (Hartree-Fock) theory where each electron is subject to a mean 
electron potential field that is derived from all the other electrons. Also, each electron is deemed 
indistinguishable and described by spin orbitals with a slater determinant. For practical applications 
each orbital is mathematically represented by a set of gaussian functions (a·exp(-αr2)). Now the 
system’s energy is described by three parts; a hamiltonian operator describing the kinetic energy and 
electron-nucleus potential energy for every electron, coulomb interaction, and exchange interaction 
between electrons. One part that HF theory is missing, which is quite important for chemical 
accuracy, is the correlation energy defined as the difference between the real energy and the HF 
energy. Several theories and methods account for the correlation energy in different ways, but one 
very successful method is the DFT (Density Functional Theory) method. 

4.1.2. DFT (Density Functional Theory)  
  
 From the work of Hohenberg and Kohn [16], the energy of a system can be derived from the 
system’s electron density by a functional. With The Kohn-Sham equation [17] the functional for 
calculating the total electronic energy is divided into four different functionals; electron-nuclei 
coulomb energy, electron-electron coulomb energy, electron kinetic energy, and a combined 
exchange-correlation energy. Here the kinetic and coulombic energy can be calculated with the HF 
theory for non-interacting electrons since it does not consider the correlation energy. The hardest part 
with DFT is to find a functional for the exchange-correlation. A widely used and very successful 
exchange-correlation functional is the B3LYP functional which combines an exchange functional 
from the work of Becke [18,19], which is based on  Becke’s earlier work using the local density 
approximation (LDA) [20] and the correlation functional of Lee, Yang, and Parr  (LYP) [21]. The 
chemical accuracy regarding molecular geometries and energies have been shown to be very well 
described by the B3LYP functional method [22]. One shortcoming of B3LYP is the ability to account 
for long-range interactions, which have been improved by incorporating dispersion corrections 
forming B3LYP-D3 [23], which has also been tested with good chemical accuracy [24]. 

4.1.3. Molecular Mechanics 

 Moving from the explicit electron to atomic scale modelling, molecular mechanics (MM) has 
the atom as smallest entity. By describing the molecular bond as two particles fixed with a spring with 
classical Newtonian mechanics, the computational cost is drastically reduced compared to quantum 
mechanics, and can still adequately describe the system in its equilibrium state (Figure 5). A force 
field is the collective term for which functions describe the potential energy for bonds, angles, 
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dihedral torsions, improper torsions, coulomb interaction and Van der Waals (VdW) interaction. The 
functional form used for this thesis is provided below in equation 7. 
 

  
 In equation 7 Vpot is the potential energy of the system, kb is the bond force constant, r is the 
bond distance, r0 the equilibrium bond distance, kθ the angle force constant, θ the angle between three 
atoms, θ0 the equilibrium angle, Kφ the dihedral rotation force constant, n the multiplicity (which is 
the number of minima or maxima each 360° turn), φ the dihedral angle, δ the phase shift such that δ/n 
is the angle of the first maximum, kξ the improper force constant, ξ the out-of-plane angle, ξ0 the 
reference plane angle. qi and qj are the partial charges for atoms i and j, ε0 the vacuum permittivity, rij 
the distance between atoms i and j, and finally Aij and Bij are the Lennard jones potential parameters 
for the VdW interactions.  
 Calculating these potential energies is a much faster way of getting the energy of a system 
than with QM since every electron-electron interaction is not calculated. However, it is parameterised 
for a specific set of molecules or environments, which makes MM a less general but less time-
consuming method than QM. The pre-determined parameters needed for a MM calculation are kb, r0, 
kθ, θ0, Kφ, n, δ, kξ, ξ0, qi, qj, Aij, Bij. Different force fields can have the same functional form, but 
different parameters and can therefore be more suited for different environments or molecules.  

4.1.4. Molecular Dynamics 

 The main application of molecular mechanics and force fields are in molecular dynamics 
(MD). Here the potential energy is recalculated to acceleration and velocity according to the Newton 
equation (equation 8), and the movement of molecules are possible to model. 

!  

 The initial velocity is most commonly randomised and the distortion of the atoms from their 
equilibrium positions generate the force from which the acceleration and velocity can be derived. 

−∇Vpot =
!
F = m!a = ∂!v

∂t
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Figure 5. An example of a bond dissociation PES. A realistic 
system, depicted by QM will break the bond and the potential 
energy will reach a plateau. The MM PES does not capture the 
bond breaking very well, but it has an advantage in computational 
speed and is still representing a molecular bond very well in the 
equilibrium state. 
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Discretising the integration from acceleration to velocity is most commonly done with the Verlet 
Algorithm [25]. Running a time dependent simulation of a system can give information about e.g. the 
different possible conformations at a certain temperature, or large scale interaction between molecules 
and explicit solvent. 

4.1.5. Empirical Valence Bond (EVB) Method 

 In order to model or simulate a chemical reaction, quantum mechanics can give the most 
precise picture, but full reactions are time consuming and impractical. However, however a method 
called the Empirical Valence Bond (EVB) method, developed by Arieh Warshel [26], which simulates 
reactions, including breaking and forming bonds, using force field energies. To simulate the I2M 
reaction, it is divided into two states, reactant (RS) and product state (PS), state 1 and and 2 
respectively. The reaction moves along a mapping parameter λi for each state, so λ1 goes from 1→0 
and λ2: 0→1, through a number of MD simulations. The free energy for each simulation step is 
calculated and the reaction coordinate changed to ε2 - ε1 ( εi is the energy of the ith state), which is 
considered as the intrinsic reaction coordinate. The free energy is calculated with free energy 
perturbation (FEP) calculations for the reactive molecules using the Zwanzig formula [27]: 

 

!  

  
 For the I2M reaction, our reaction contains two states, reactant and product state, state 1 and 2 
respectively. The reaction moves along a mapping parameter λ for each state, so λ1 goes from 1→0 
and λ2: 0→1. The simulation is performed with MD simulation for each increment of λ, where the 
reactant force field parameters are gradually changed to the product force field parameters.  
 In the expression of ΔVeff, the ground state potential energy Eg is required [28]. Eg is obtained 
from the quantum mechanical secular determinant, which is the solution when combining atomic 
orbitals to a molecular orbital [29]. For our two state system the secular determinant is 

 

!  

where ε11 and ε22 is the energy for state 1 and state 2 respectively. Solving equation 10 for Eg requires 
the off-diagonal term H12, or more generally Hij. The values of Hij, ε1, and ε2 are used to calculate the 
free energy for each step in the EVB simulation (equation 9), and iteratively changed to fit so the 
reference reaction energies matches previously determined activation barrier ΔG‡ and ΔG0 (Figure 
6a).  
 During the molecular dynamics simulation where all the parameters are gradually changed 
from reactant to product force field parameters, the Q software represents the formed O-O bond with 
a combination of a Morse potential (equation 11) and a soft core potential (equation 12) [28]. This is 
to get a better description of the formed O-O bond instead of just the product dimer O-O bond 
harmonic potential. This combination can describe a PES of the O-O bond formation with a transition 
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state barrier (Figure 6b). The parameters De, a, re, Ci, Cj, αi, and αj are either empirical or manually 
changed for the specific system. 
 

!  

!  

4.2.  Application of Methods 
  
 The rationale for using both QM and MM methods is because of the ability to model 
throughout a longer simulation time and larger systems with MM methods. Figure 7 shows a general 

VMorse(r) = De(1− e
−a(r−re ) )2

Vsoft = Ci ⋅Cj ⋅e
(−α i ⋅α j ⋅ri , j )
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Figure 7. General rule of thumb at which time 
intervals and simulation sizes a computational 
chemist should adopt. As QM calculations are 
infeasible for large solvated systems, but works 
well for small molecular systems. MM provides a 
modelling toolbox for future large-scale 
theoretical investigations with explicit water 
molecules.
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Figure 6. a) The EVB reaction is performed during a number of molecular dynamics simulations where the force field 
parameters are gradually changed from those of the reactant state to the product state. The Hij parameter regulates the ΔG‡ 
level and ε1 and ε2 are fitted to ΔG0. b) The combination of a Morse potential (equation 11) and a soft core potential 
(equation 12) describes the formed O-O bond PES with more detail than just the harmonic potential from the product 
dimer O-O bond. 
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trend for which systems to use either QM or MM calculations. As one wants to depict real 
experimental scenarios, such as WOC’s connected to a TiO2 surface [30], one has to scale up to 
multiple catalysts in a large sea of water molecules. The only feasible way of doing this is to gain 
detailed information from small scale QM calculations and apply them to a broader larger scale 
modelling method with MM. With the I2M reaction being significantly affected by axial ligand 
substitution and solvation, it is essential to continue theoretical studies with MM force fields as 
sampling every water molecule is impossible to achieve in a fair calculation time. 

4.2.1. Computational Details 

 All calculations done at the QM level of theory has been performed by the Jaguar 7.6, 
Schrödinger Package [31]. The B3LYP-D3 functional has been used with the basis set LACVP**. 
Free  energy has been calculated as: G = Esingle point + ZPE + H298 - TS298.  
The molecular dynamics simulations and EVB reactions are performed with the Q Software Package 
[28]. The force field that is used is OPLSAA and the parameters for all interactions that do not include 
Ru are also provided by Q.   
The softwares VMD [32] and Maestro [33] was used for visualisation and structure building. RMSD 
plots were done in VMD. 

4.2.2. Force Field Parameters 
  
 The geometry of the Ru(bda)(pyr)2 reactant (monomer complex) and product (dimer 
complex) state have been optimised with QM. The transition state was obtained by an initial 
coordinate scan  of the O-O bond from 2.9 to 1.2 Å. From the highest energy conformation of the 
scan, a transition state search was commenced. From the optimised geometries, equilibrium bond 
lengths and angles was extracted. Force constants were obtained by a QM relaxed coordinate scan 
from an equilibrium bond or angle. Each bond was stretched 0.3 Å each way for a total scan span of 
0.6 Å, each angle was stretched 15° each way for a total scan span of 30°. The scans were made in 15  
increments each way for the reactant state and 6 increments each way for the dimer product state. The 
scans were fitted to a second degree polynomial where the square term coefficient is the force 
constant (red in equation 13). 

!  

 The dihedral angles involving Ru and the equatorial bda ligand are neglected, i.e Kφ = 0. 
However, the dihedral angles for the axial ligands have been scanned with QM and manually fitted 
with one cosine series in order to capture the twisting of the axial ligands. 
 Partial charges where calculated with QM, specifically electrostatic potential (ESP) charges. 
As an improvement of a single ESP charge calculation, a charge-averaging scheme was implemented. 
An MD simulation (gas phase, 300 K) was performed on the initial structure during 100 ps, where a 
snapshot every 10 ps was extracted. On each snapshot a new ESP charge calculation was performed 
and an average of charges were calculated. This scheme was repeated 3 times.  
 Van der Waals parameters are from the work of Piedade et. al. [34], where VdW parameters 
were determined for M(CO)n structures for a number for transition metals. 

kb (r − r0 )
2 = kbr

2 − 2kbrr0 + kbr0
2
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4.2.3. MD and EVB simulations 

 For each MD simulation, the catalyst had an initial relaxation at 1 K, with a sequence restraint 
of 5.0 kcal/mol (restraining each atom to initial position), in order to relax the initial velocities of the 
catalyst and and the surrounding water molecules (if solvated). The solvation model is a 20-25 Å 
radius sphere of explicit water molecules with the TIP3P force field parameters.  

 The EVB simulation mapping procedure requires ΔG‡ and ΔG0 as input data in order to fit the 
EVB parameters Hij and Δαij. The ΔG‡ and ΔG0 values were determined with geometry optimisation 
and frequency calculations for the RS, TS, and PS. The entire reaction was simulated over 51 intervals 
of 10 ps each, with an initial equilibration of state 1 for 100 ps in 1 K and 100 ps in 300 K. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1.  Geometry optimisation of Ru(bda)(pyr)2 

 Initial geometry optimisations were performed on the Ru(bda)(pyr)2 reactant monomer  and 
product dimer complex, shown in Figure 7. In 7a, we observe that the bda ligand is slightly tilted or 
twisted, which makes the two hydrogens on the axial ligands pointing to the bda ligand non-identical. 
7b shows a main view of the catalyst where all atoms and bonds are visible. 7c is a top view showing 
the full bda ligand. Here it is visible that the axial ligands have a specific dihedral angle correlating to 
the twisted bda ligand. 7d shows a main view of the product dimer and 7e view is through the formed 

O-O bond, where the two bda ligands are at an angle against each other. From these optimised 
geometries, atom indexes were determined and building of protein data bank (pdb) files needed for 
the Q software. 

5.2. Parameters 

5.2.1. Bonds and Angles 

 Scanning the bonds and angles involving the Ru centre using QM was a successful method in 
order to obtain force field parameters. In Figure 8b, bond scans along r are are plotted. The indexing 
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Figure 7. Optimised geometries of the reactant monomer and product dimer for Ru(bda)(pyr)2 catalyst.



is: N8 and N14 are bda nitrogens, O3 and O18 are bda anionic oxygens, N24 is the axial ligand 
nitrogen (for both axial ligands) and O2 is the RuV=O oxygen (Figure 8a).  
 All nitrogens coordinating to the Ru are quite similar, and the force constant are fairly similar 
to a previous parameterisation of piano-stool Ru complexes [35]. The scans of Ru-N8 and Ru-N14, 
and Ru-O3 and Ru-O18 should be deemed identical because of the symmetry of the complex, and an 
average of these two slightly differing force constants is implemented. The Ru-O2 scan shows the 
highest tendency of a Morse potential, however, here is when the assumption of MM being reliable 
around the equilibrium distance is most important. If one fits the polynomial to a fewer number of 
points, the force constant for Ru-O2 can differ up to~50 kcal mol-1 Å-2. This can be considered in 
future MD simulations but may not have a significant impact. 
  

 Looking at the larger number of angles, a summary has been plotted with the force constants 
vs equilibrium angle in Figure 8c. One can see a trend of the angles depending on which part of the 
complex one looks at. Angles involving the more rigid bipyridine structure (blue) of the bda ligand 
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Figure 8. Summary of bond and angle parameters of rRu(bda)(pyr)2. a) Indexing of the Ru(bda)(pyr)2 catalyst for the 
bonds and angles. b) PES of bonds involving Ru-centre. chemically identical bda nitrogens show extremely similar PES’s. 
c) Force constant vs Equilibrium angle plot for all monomer angles. As well as the formed Ru-O-O angle. they are divided 
into groups depending on placement in the catalyst, bda bipyridine, dicarboxylate or axial ligands.
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have generally higher force constants than the dicarboxylic parts (green) of the bda ligand. The axial 
ligands (yellow) also show a lower range of force constant. This makes sense with chemical intuition 
that the axial and dicarboxylic ligands are flexible and can dissociate and are also susceptible to water 
substitution [14]. Also visible is the Ru-O-O angle for the dimeric product state (orange), showing 
that its force constant lies in the same range as other force constants. All of the bonds and angles for 
the  dimer product state has also been scanned and calculated as for the monomer reactant state, where 
the force constants and equilibrium bonds and angles are similar. The only notable are the new bond 
and angle involving the formed O-O bond. 

5.2.2. Dihedral Angles 

 Most of the dihedral angles have been ignored (Kφ = 0) but the dihedral that rotates the axial 
ligand Ru-N bond have been scanned with QM and crudely fitted with one cosine series in order to 
capture the barrier height and equilibrium angles. Shown in Figure 9a is a scan of the dihedral angle 
O2-Ru-Npyr-Cpyr. Where O2 is the RuV=O oxygen. This scan was used for all dihedral of the sort 
where O2 is changed by the bda nitrogens and oxygens (yellow in Figure 9b) and only the δ 
parameter is changed to reach another minimum angle (see Table 1).  

Again because of the symmetry of the catalyst and axial pyridine ligand, it is expected to see two 
minima for the PES. The discontinuity of the QM scan is an artefact of the relaxed scan. The bda 
ligand is slightly tilted and when the axial pyridine ligand rotates the bda ligands relaxes as well. 
When the pyridine turns to a 90° off-equilibrium angle, the bda ligand adjust its conformation slightly  
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Figure 9. a) Dihedral angle QM scan fitted to one cosine function according to the force field. The manual transferability 
of parameters (only changing δ) was prioritised over a more precise fitting. b) Visualisation of the torsion rotation along 
the red bonds. Because of the symmetry, the same scan could be used for all of the similar torsions marked with yellow 
bonds and summarised in Table 1.



in a way disturbs the scan. For the scope of this thesis, ease of parameter use and transferability to all 
torsions of this sort was prioritised over better scan fitting, which is why this crude torsion parameter 
is used. Important to note is also that the catalyst is stable even with these dihedral torsions set to 
zero, this torsion parameter is regarded as a minor adjustment. However, for a future modelling of this 
structure, it might be important for a more detailed description of this dihedral angle. 

5.2.3. Partial Charges and VdW 

 ESP (electrostatic potential) partial charges were calculated with QM for the reactant (total 
charge = +1) and product state (total charge = +2). In Figure 10a the Ru(bda)(pyr)2 monomer is 
depicted with colouring according to partial charge. This is after the third iteration of the charge 
averaging procedure described in the methods section. Main points for the charges are that the Ru 
centre has a partial charge of 0.24 even though it is a RuV species. The Ru charge changes to negative 
for the dimer state. One of the nitrogens in the bda ligand are negative compared to the positive 
pyridine nitrogens. This is perhaps from more electrons of the conjugated π system in the bda ligand. 
Also important to note from the iterations, is that the ruthenium centre has a standard deviation of the 
partial charge of ~0.3 throughout all three iteration, but the average does not change more than 0,08. 
Other variations of the iterations are the nitrogen atoms, both for the bda and pyridine ligand, which 
have a standard deviation of 0.1 throughout the three iterations. The charges do not seem very 
symmetrical across the bda ligand or the axial ligands, it is an option to manually average these, but a 
future MD simulation would have to be performed testing the validity of the different possible 
charges. This variation of the ESP charges is not optimal.  

 Other partial charges such as RESP (restricted electrostatic potential) [36] or NBO (natural 
bond orbital) [37] charges have been considered. RESP charges could not be calculated because of the 
used software [38] did not handle Ru atoms. NBO charges have been calculated but not fully utilised 
in coming applications of this thesis. They exist for future simulation comparisons. Notable 
differences with NBO charges is that the Ru centre of the reactant monomer has a more positive and 
sensible partial charge of +1.1, and in the product dimer the Ru centres remain positively charges and 
the O-O oxygens are also close to neutral. For the Van der Waals parameters, as mentioned in the 
methods section, they are obtained from previous studies [34] and the input values for the Q software 
are √Aij = 1879.87 and √Bij = 47.83 . 
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Table 1. Ease of transferability of one torsion rotation scan to other similar torsions.

Dihedral Angle Kφ [kcal mol-1 Å-1] n δ [°]

O2-Ru-Npyr-Cpyr 1.4 2 68

O3-Ru-Npyr-Cpyr 1.4 2 221

N8-Ru-Npyr-Cpyr 1.4 2 0

N14-Ru-Npyr-Cpyr 1.4 2 134

O18-Ru-Npyr-Cpyr 1.4 2 273



 

5.3.  MD and Stability 

 When all of the needed parameters are obtained, the first test is that the molecule is stable and 
does not break in an MD simulation. Both the reactant monomer and product dimer are  successfully 
stable in 300 K and a water solvent sphere. Below in Figure 11a and 12a we can see a superposition of 
the QM optimised structure and a gas phase MD equilibration after 100 ps, for both the reactant 
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Figure 10. a) Reactant monomer partial charges. b) Colouring according to the colour bar with cutoff values. c) Product 
dimer partial charges.
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Figure 11. Initial MD results for for reactant monomer. a) Superposition of gas phase QM optimised geometry and 100 ps 
gas phase MD equilibration. b) RMSD plot during a 1 ns simulation in 300 and solvated sphere. The continuing low 
RMSD indicates that the catalyst is in a stable conformation.
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monomer and product dimer. The structures coincide very well indicating that the force field 
parameters are successfully describing the gas phase catalyst complex. In Figure 11b and 12b an 
RMSD (root mean square deviation) plot is shown from a 1 ns MD simulation in 300 K and a 20 Å 
radius solvated sphere. The fact that the RMSD does not increase substantially after 1 ns indicates that 
the complexes are stable in this solvated sphere. It is always possible to extend the simulated time 
further than 1 ns to see how the complex behaves but in the scope of this thesis 1 ns is deemed enough 
as an excellent starting point for future MD studies of the monomer and dimer complexes with 
explicit water. The obtained Ru parameters also work other axial ligands. Both Ru(bda)(isoq)2 and 
Ru(bda)(F-isoq)2 have been built and successfully tested in preliminary MD simulations in both gas 
phase and solvation. This indicates that the parameters possess the important transferability aspect and 
they are easily applied to other similar Ru(bda)L2 complexes. 

5.4.  I2M Reaction with QM 

 For more information about the I2M reaction, geometry optimisations and frequency 
calculations have been done with QM for the RS, TS and PS. A relaxed scan was performed in the O-
O bond coordinate in order to find a high potential energy structure from where a successful transition 
state search was employed. The energy levels of the I2M reaction with Ru(bda)(pyr)2 is shown in 
Figure 13. As a starting point of the reaction, two times the reactant monomer energy is set as zero. 
The high ΔG‡ barrier of 28 kcal/mol comes from the fact that this is a gas phase coordination of two 
+1 charges species. Here in gas phase, the reaction is endergonic with a negative reaction free energy 
ΔG0. An alternative to these energy levels is to look at the reaction from the starting point of two 
reactant monomers being a few Å apart as they are in the EVB reaction simulation. A QM 
optimisation of with a O-O distance of 2.5 Å has a relative energy of 6.5 kcal/mol which would be an 
intermediate species between the reactant and transition state of figure 13.  
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 The ΔG‡ and ΔG0 energy levels are used for EVB parameter fitting for a MD simulation of 
the I2M reaction and kept as the reaction is performed in a solvated model, in order to gain 
information of the solvation effects of the catalyst and the I2M reaction. Also, with the transferability 
of Ru parameters, the I2M reaction was also calculated for Ru(bda)(isoq)2 and Ru(bda)(F-isoq)2. The 
energy levels for substituted reactions and transition state imaginary frequencies are provided in table 
2. Seeing that there is not a huge difference in the gas phase energies by substituting the axial ligands, 
the solvation of the catalyst is essential to understand the I2M reaction. 
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Table 2. Activation barriers, reaction free energies and Transition state 

ΔG‡ ΔG0 TS frequency

Ru(bda)(pyr)2 28.8 -1.5 -493

Ru(bda)(isoq)2 26.3 -0.5 -526

Ru(bda)(F-isoq)2 28.2 -0.9 -504

Figure 13. The PES calculated with QM for Ru(bda)(pyr)2. Used for reference values for the following EVB reaction.



5.5.  I2M Reaction with EVB  

 With the QM energy levels to fit EVB parameters to it is possible to perform the I2M reaction 
with EVB. Two reactant monomers were built in Maestro with a distance of 2,5 Å between the two 
radical oxygens. The formed O-O bond needs Morse potential and soft core potential parameters for 
the reactive EVB simulation. Initially, parameters from empirical enzymatic O-O bonds [26] and 
optimised structures were employed: De = 90, αmorse = 1.2, r0 = 1.375, Csoft pair = 54 and αsoft pair = 2.5. 
Many trial and errors of changing these O-O bond parameters as well as the initial distance between 
the two monomers finally led to a sensible and successful gas phase EVB reaction with the parameters 
De = 50, αmorse = 1.2, r0 = 1.375, Csoft pair = 15 and αsoft pair = 1.0 and initial distance of 3.5 Å. Sensible 
means that the O-O distance gradually decreases along the reaction coordinate, and successful means 
that the calculated free energy surface could be fitted to the ΔG‡ and ΔG0 values by changing the EVB 
parameters Hij and Δαij without getting stuck in fitting iterations. Keeping Hij and Δαij constant, the 
same reaction was performed in a water solvated sphere. In figure 14 we observe that the solvation 
increases the activation barrier and the reaction becomes endergonic, compared to the exergonic gas 
phase reaction. Also included in the graph is the QM energy levels with applied Poisson-Boltzmann 
solvation model [31].  

 This is not a final conclusive result to start drawing conclusions about the I2M reaction in 
aqueous phase, but a starting point for further examination and optimisation of force field and EVB 
parameters. If one calculates the experimental TOF of 30 s-1 to a activation barrier according to the 
transition state theory, one arrives at ΔG‡ = 15.5 kcal/mol. The QM energies with solvation is not 
either spot on the theoretical value. Trying to find out what the differences between the solvated and 
gas phase EVB reactions  is a future endeavour. A start could be to compare the energies of specific 
bonds and angles between the two phases. Also a comparison of the O-O bond distance shown in 
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Figure 14. EVB simulation of I2M reaction with Ru(bda)(pyr)2 catalyst. Unfortunately the method does not give an 
excellent answer to experimental results, but newly tried methods or systems seldom do. The activation barrier rises in 
solution and the product increases in energy as well, leading to an endergonic reaction. However, this is a first try, many 
optimisations can be done in order to accurately describe the catalyst and the I2M reaction with explicit solvent. Also 
shown is the QM energy levels with solvation, which show the direction one assumes that solvation will do with the 
reaction, but is not getting to the theoretical energy levels..



Figure 15 is a an excellent starting point. Here we can see that the bond is generally longer in the aqua 
phase during the first half of the reaction. So perhaps there is some clue in the interactions around the 
reacting oxygens that causes the increased activation barrier. When it comes to the higher reaction 
energy it can be seen that during the second half there is not much difference in the O-O distance 
between aqua and gas phase. Here it might be an issue with the product force field. Perhaps there are 
VdW interactions or torsion angles that are affected by the solvation and increases the energy. 
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Table 3. Differences in solvation energies for three substituted axial ligands. All of the solvation 
energies are positive, which is not the ideal result. At first one wants to come close to the QM 
energies and finally to the theoretical energy levels of around -10 for the activation barrier. There is 
further optimisation to be done for the gas phase reaction, and looking deeper into which parameters 
differ the most between gas and solvated phase.

ΔG‡(solv) - ΔG‡(gas) ΔG0(solv) - ΔG0(gas)

Ru(bda)(pyr)2 + 4.3 + 4.6

Ru(bda)(isoq)2 + 2.2 + 1.3

Ru(bda)(F-isoq)2 + 4.6 + 4.4
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Figure 15. O-O bond distance in Å during the EVB reaction simulation. At first the aqua phase has a generally longer O-O 
bond, but the two phases coincide quite well after the transition state is reached. Here there are some points to further 
investigate such as different initial O-O distances. There could also be discrepancies in angles and torsions that are not 
accounted for when the gas phase reaction is performed in aqua phase.



 Obtaining the correct solvation energy with EVB would be ideal, but may require a lot of 
work. An alternative would be to see trends in solvation energy with substituted axial ligands. Again 
with the transferable Ru centre parameters, this reaction was also quick to build and simulate with 
Ru(bda)(isoq)2 and Ru(bda)(F-isoq)2 catalysts. The initial results for the difference of ΔG‡ and ΔG0 
between solvated and gas reaction for these catalysts are shown in Table 3. This thesis aims not to 
derive any conclusive results about the I2M reaction from the EVB simulation, but mainly stating that 
the ground work has been performed and building new reaction systems based on the Ru(bda)L2 
catalyst is swift and further improvements is needed. 

6. Conclusions 

 With the aim of providing new information and a enabling future molecular dynamics 
simulations of the water oxidation I2M reaction, this thesis work have successfully parameterised the 
model Ru(bda)(pyr)2 catalyst. This allows future detailed investigations of the imperative solvation 
properties of Ru(bda)L2 catalysts. Moving to explicit water solvent is only feasible molecular 
mechanics, for which force field parameters are needed.  
 There are still elements of the force field parameter set that is subject to optimisation. Partial 
charges are subject to variations depending on which kind of calculation is implemented and for 
which equilibrated conformation is used for calculation. Bond and angle force constants of the 
reactive radical oxygen may play a significant role when performing EVB simulations where a new 
O-O bond is formed. Bond and angle strengths may vary for different axial ligand substitutions but 
can mostly be neglected.  Torsional parameters within one mononuclear catalyst may not be essential 
for a successful MD simulation since they are neglected in quite a lot of systems. However, the 
torsion angle between two proximal or bonded catalysts, i.e. how they coordinate to one another, may 
have a more significant effect .   
 A template catalyst allows the quick building of other similar catalysts. With the template 
being stable in longer MD simulation time in solvation, the parameters are very transferable to the 
other similar catalysts with only an axial ligand substitution. 
 The method of combining QM with MM methods have shown to be successful. Both in the 
sense of QM scans of bonds and angles giving harmonic potential force constants, and QM energies 
can be used for EVB simulation. This work is further reinforcing the potential of parameterisation of 
other transition metal complexes, both in organic enzymes or smaller synthetic catalysts. This being 
probably the first attempt of performing an EVB simulation of a diradical coupling reaction with 
small synthetic catalysts gives new ideas of what the EVB method is able to simulate. 
 When the work of this thesis is continued, it will be superbly interesting to see how more 
information about the I2M reaction materialises in order to further understand, model and perhaps 
improve water oxidation of artificial photosynthesis. 
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